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We survey benefactives and malefactives in Salish, a family of twentythree languages in northwestern North America. For the most part, benefactives
and malefactives are expressed via applicative constructions, which are classified
into two types: redirective and relational. Redirective applicatives are formed on
transitive bases, and their precise interpretation—as benefactive, delegative, or
malefactive—depends upon the context of the situation and the semantics of the
verb. Most transitive verbs form redirectives with benefactive meanings, but redirectives formed on transfer verbs often express malefactive meanings, especially
when a source or possessor is the applied object. Relational applicatives are formed
on intransitive bases. They frequently have malefactive or adversative meanings,
especially with natural or psychological events, and only rarely express benefactive
meanings.
ABSTRACT

Introduction1
There are twenty-three Salish languages currently or historically spoken in British Columbia, Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Oregon. This paper surveys benefactives and
malefactives based on primary data from the Central Salish language Halkomelem, as well as
from secondary source data from nineteen other Salish languages. 2 Much of what we have to
say about benefactives and malefactives in Salish languages is tied to the topic of applicatives. Applicative constructions are the main way to express these meanings, but they also
express many other meanings as well. Salish applicatives are divided into two types, which
1
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and especially the late Dale Kinkade. Thanks to Charles Ulrich for his comments and corrections.
2
In making use of data from secondary sources, we updated transriptions to current standards and modified
some morphological boundaries according to our own analysis of applicatives, and also we have added morphological boundaries when they are not provided in the original data. When the original data do not have
morpheme glosses, we have provided them by using dictionaries and grammars, and by referring to other data.
We have also changed some of the glosses from the original sources in order to standardize them to the
abbreviations used here.
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we refer to as redirectives, following Kinkade (1980:33) and relationals, following (Thompson and Thompson 1992:73). In a typical redirective applicative, a suffix is added to a
transitive base to produce a semantically ditransitive form, as in (1), while in a relational
applicative, a suffix is added to an intransitive base to produce a semantically transitive form,
as in (2):3
(1)

(2)

Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988:90)
ni÷
œø⁄l-;®c-t-;s
®;
s®éni÷
AUX
bake-RDR-TR-3ERG DET woman
‘He baked the bread for the woman.’

÷;
OBL

køƒ; s;plíl.
DET
bread

Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988:144)
ni÷
køukø-me÷-ƒám÷ß-;s.
AUX
cook-REL-TR:1SG.OBJ-3ERG
‘He cooked for me.’

The morphosyntax of applicative constructions is straightforward, and both types of applicatives result in the same surface syntax: the semantically oblique NP, in this case the
benefactive, is the syntactic object, and thus is licensed as a direct argument in the clause or
object agreement on the verb.4 The comparative/historical picture of the morphology is much
more complicated because of the variety of forms and the various meanings they express in
the different Salish languages. Kiyosawa (2006) gives a detailed discussion of this topic.
We know a great deal about redirectives and their use to express benefactives, as detailed in section 2. A complication, however, is that most Salish languages do not have a
redirective morpheme that is dedicated to a benefactive meaning per se; redirective applicatives also expresses dative5, source, and possessive applied objects. The interpretation of an
applicative construction is often ambiguous, though the class of the base verb and the semantic context help to pinpoint the meaning. We know less about malefactives, and again no
3

The following abbreviations and symbols are used in this paper. 1: first person, 2: second person, 3: third
person, ART: article, ASP: aspect, AUX: auxiliary, CLT: clitic, CS: causative, DEM: demonstrative, DET: determiner,
EMPH: emphatic, ERG : ergative, FUT: future, IMP: imperative, IMPF: imperfect, INTR: intransitive, IRR: irrealis,
LNK: linker, LOC: locative, LV: linking vowel, MDL: middle, NM: nominalizer, OBJ: object, OBL: oblique, PASS:
passive, PAST: past, PERF: perfect, PL: plural, POSS: possessive, PRFX: (unglossed) prefix, PTC: particle, PSTN:
positional, PUNCT: punctual, Q: question particle, RDR: redirective, RED: reduplication, REL: relational, REFL:
reflexive, RSLT: resultative, SG: singular, ST: stative, SUB: subject, TR: general transitive, VBL: verbalizer, //…//:
morphophonemic form, =…: lexical suffix.
4
As discussed in in Kiyosawa (2006) and Gerdts and Kiyosawa (2007), applied objects in Salish applicative
constructions have all the hallmarks of direct objects: they undergo passive, reflexive, reciprocal, and extraction.
Although theme nominals in applicatives vary with respect to nominal marking, they lack all object properties:
they never appear as object pronouns, passivize, etc.
5
Throughout this paper, we are using “dative” as a semantic notion, not as a case term. In fact, there is little or
no case marking in Salish languages. We use dative as a convenient cover term for recipient, goal of a speech
act, and goal or purpose of an action, but not goal or endpoint of a motion. Such usage follows in the tradition of
Fillmore (1968), Givón (1984) inter alia. We refer to applicatives with dative applied objects as dative applicatives, which invokes a parallelism to the Transformational Grammar term “dative movement”. Using dative in
this way is not without controversy; as our editors pointed out to us, dative is more properly limited to the
discussion of case marking.
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morpheme is specifically dedicated to expressing malefactive meanings. The pragmatics of
the situation are crucial for distinguishing benefactive versus malefactive interpretations.
Relational applicatives and their use to express benefactive and malefactive meanings
are detailed in section 3. The main use of relationals is to express psych and directional
applicatives; their use to express benefactives and malefactives is much less common. One
documented use of relationals is to express adversatives, which usually appear as passives.
In Salish languages, applicatives are the major means of expressing benefactives and
malefactives. As discussed in section 4, other constructions, such as prepositional phrases or
serial verbs are regarded as circumlocutions and would not normally be used. The one
exception is that causatives are also used to express benefactives in a very limited set of
cases.
We conclude with a summary of our findings in section 5. Salish languages, like
many languages of the world, have no morphological forms dedicated solely to the expression of benefactives or malefactives, and therefore the speech act context must supply much
of the meaning.
2

Redirective applicatives
In the redirective applicative construction, the base is transitive, and the role of direct
object is “redirected” from the theme to the applied object, which is a semantically oblique
NP. Compare the following Shuswap examples:
(3)

(4)

Shuswap (Dwight Gardiner p.c.)
m-˚úl-n-s
ƒ
PERF-make-TR-3SUB
DET
‘She made the basket.’

miµx.
basket

Shuswap (Gardiner 1993:31)
m-˚úl-x-t-s
ƒ
PERF-make-RDR-TR-3SUB
DET
‘She made a basket for the woman.’

nú≈ø;n≈ø
woman

t;
OBL

miµx.
basket

(3) is a simple transitive construction, and the agent is the subject and the theme is the object.
(4) is a redirective applicative construction, and a semantically oblique NP, the benefactive,
is the direct object while the theme is an oblique-marked NP. 6 The verb in (3) is transitive
and is suffixed with the general transitive suffix -n(t), the third-person transitive subject
determines ergative agreement, and the theme ‘basket’ is a direct object. As discussed below,
the redirective construction typically involves dative, benefactive, malefactive, or possessive
applied objects. Example (4) is a benefactive applicative: the verb is suffixed with the redirective suffix -x(i), the benefactive ‘woman’ is the direct object, and the theme ‘basket’
appears with an oblique marker. (3) is syntactically transitive with two arguments: a subject
6

See Gerdts (to appear) for a detailed discuss of the syntax of ditransitive constructions in one Salish language,
Halkomelem.
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and a (theme) direct object. And it is also semantically transitive with two participants. (4) is
syntactically transitive as well, having two direct arguments: a subject and an applied object
(the benefactive). However, (4) is semantically ditransitive, with three participants: a subject,
a (benefactive) applied object, and a (theme) oblique. In this case, the redirective applicative
suffix has allowed an increase in the semantic valence over the sentence with only a general
transitive suffix in (3).
Each Salish language has from one to three redirective suffixes. Table 1 shows data
for the twenty Salish languages in our study organized by the five branches; the Interior
Salish branch is further divided into two sub-branches—Northern and Southern: 7
Table 1. Salish redirective suffixes
BRANCH

LANGUAGE

REDIRECTIVE

Bella Coola

Bella Coola
Comox
Sechelt
Squamish
Halkomelem
Nooksack
Northern Straits
Klallam
Lushootseed
Twana
Upper Chehalis
Cowlitz
Tillamook
Lillooet
Thompson
Shuswap
Okanagan
Kalispel
Coeur d’Alene
Columbian

-amk
-÷;m
-em
-ßi
-as, -®c
-ßi
-si
-si
-yi
-ßi
-ßi, -tuxøt, -tmi
-ßi, -tuxøt, -s
-ßi
-xit
-xi
-xi
-xi, -®, -tu®
-ßi, -®
-ßi, -®, -tu®
-xit, -®, -tu®

Central Salish

Tsamosan
Tillamook
Northern
Interior
Interior
Salish

Southern
Interior

The concept of redirective applicative—adding a third participant as a core argument—is a very old concept in Salish. The most common redirective suffix is reconstructed
for Proto-Salish as *-xi by Kinkade (1998). It is found in all three branches, and, in fact, is
the only redirective suffix in Northern Interior Salish and most of the Central Salish languages. Reflexes of this form (-si, -ßi, -xi, -xit, -yi) appear in all but four of the languages
7

The following references were consulted for the information in the Tables 1 and 4 in this paper: Bates et al.
(1994); Beaumont (1985); Carlson (1972, 1980); Carlson and Flett (1989); Davis and Saunders (1997); Doak
(1997); Egesdal and Thompson (1998); Galloway (1997); Gerdts (1988); Hess (1967); Kinkade (1980, 1991,
2004); Kuipers (1967, 1974, 1992); A. Mattina (1994); N. Mattina (1993); Montler (1986); Thompson and
Thompson (1992); Van Eijk (1997); Watanabe (2003).
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(Bella Coola, Comox, Sechelt, and Halkomelem).8 Other suffixes have been added to the
redirective system in some branches or individual languages and have usurped the functions
of *-xi or added additional functions to the redirective applicative system.
The following sections explore the semantics of the redirective construction and, in
particular, their use to express benefactive and malefactive meaning.
2.1

Semantic roles of applied objects in redirective applicatives
The semantic role of the applied object in the redirective applicative construction is
usually dative, benefactive, source, or possessor, as elaborated in the following sections.

2.1.1 Dative
Salish languages express recipients as direct objects:
(5)

Sechelt (Beaumont 1985:138)
yát-cí-∆en-skøa
÷e ße s÷í®ten, we †éœíß-axø.
give-TR:2SG.OBJ-1SG.SUB-FUT OBL DET food
if sit.down-2SG.SUB
‘I’ll give you some food if you sit down.’

This is true whether the verb appears in a simple form, as in the above examples, or if it takes
a redirective suffix, as in the following examples:
(6)

Kalispel (Carlson 1980:25)
xøíç-ß-t-;n
®u÷
give-RDR-TR-1SG.SUB ART
‘I gave a basket to Agnes.’

Agnes ®u÷
Agnes ART

t
OBL

yám≈øe÷.
basket

A typical dative applied object is a recipient of a transfer verb, such as ‘give’ (6). We use
“dative” loosely, and include goals of speech acts (7) as well as goals or targets of actions in
general (8)–(9):
(7)

(8)

8

Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988:92)
ni
y;́ƒ-;s-t-;s
®;
Mary
AUX tell-RDR-TR-3SUB DET Mary
‘He told Mary about your job.’

÷;
OBL

køƒ;∫
DET:2SG.POSS

syays.
work

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:240)
÷it
cí≈-tuxø-c.
PERF show-RDR-1SG.OBJ
‘He showed it to me.’

The suffix in the outlier language Bella Coola is very different in form and function from redirectives in other
languages, as discussed in Kiyosawa (2006).
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Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1980:28)
œø÷xítne.
//œø;w̓-xi-t-Ø-enë//
trap-RDR-TR-3SG.OBJ-1SG.SUB
‘I set a trap for it [a particular animal].’

2.1.2 Benefactive
Redirective suffixes are used to form constructions expressing a classic benefactive
meaning of doing something for someone’s benefit:
(10)

(11)

(12)

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:234)
÷it sá÷-ß-n
®
PERF make-RDR-TR
OBL
‘He made the box for him.’

tit
DET

√íqsn.
box

Comox (Watanabe 2003:249)
◊;s-÷;m-ƒi
©;m
punch-RDR-TR-2SG.OBJ 1SG.SUB:FUT
‘I’ll punch the kid for you.’
Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988:95)
ni÷
ƒ⁄y-;®c-ƒáµß-;s
AUX
fix-RDR-TR:1SG.OBJ-3SG.SUB
‘He fixed my canoe for me.’

(13)

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991:10)
÷it ÷;́≈-≈-tuxøt
∆n.
PTC see/look.at-RED-RDR
1SG.SUB
‘I examined it for him.’

(14)

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:235)
÷it
œøa®é÷-s-c.
PERF mark/write-RDR-1SG.OBJ
‘He signed [it] for me.’

(15)

Spokane (Carlson 1972: 89)
÷ul-®-cí-n.
//wil-®-t-si-en//
burn-RDR-TR-2SG.OBJ-1SG.SUB
‘I burned it for you.’

÷;

t;

OBL

DET

÷;

køƒ;

OBL

DET

∆u¥.
child

n;-sn⁄xø;®.
1SG.POSS-canoe
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(16)

(17)

(18)

Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:208)
køu
s;œ-tú®-t-s
1SG.OBJ split-RDR-TR-3SUB
‘He split wood for me.’

i÷
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slíπ.
wood

ART

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997:115)
txøus-mi∫-xí-c-kaxø
ni
look-REL-RDR-1SG.OBJ-2SG.SUB DET
‘Look out for my horse for me!’

n-çqá≈÷
a!
1SG.POSS-horse PTC

Columbian (Willett 2003:139)
x;˚xíc
s†ámka÷s
t
syáya÷.
//x;˚-xit-s
s†amka÷-s//
pick-RDR-3SUB daughter-3SG.POSS
OBL
serviceberry
‘S/he picked some serviceberries for her/his daughter.’

All of the suffixes in Table 1 can be used to express benefactive meanings, except for
-as in Halkomelem and -tmi in Upper Chehalis, which are used only for dative applicatives.
As discussed further in section 4 below, redirective suffixes are the main means for expressing benefactives in Salish languages.
2.1.2.1 Delegative. Besides the classic benefactive meaning of doing something for someone’s benefit, Salish redirective suffixes can also be used to express delegative meanings.
Thus, the Coeur d’Alene example in (19) is glossed with two interpretations—delegative or
benefactive.
(19)

Coeur d’Alene (Doak 1997:157)
ní∂ßices
xøe pilí.
//ní∂-ßi-t-s-es
xøe pili//
cut-RDR-TR-1SG.OBJ-3SUB
DET
Felix
‘Felix cut (wood) instead of me/in my place.’/‘Felix cut (wood) for me.’

An overlap in these two meanings is understandable, since one is often doing a favor for
someone when one does a task instead of them. Languages frequently conflate these two
meanings, for example, as seen by the use of for for both in English.
Also, our Halkomelem consultant has verified that multiple readings are available for
all benefactive applicatives. Take the following, for example:
(20)

Halkomelem (Gerdts, f.n.)
œø;l-;®c-ƒam;
c;n ce÷
bake-RDR-TR:2OBJ
1SUB FUT
‘I will bake some salmon for you.’

÷;

˚ø

OBL

DET

sce:®t;n.
salmon
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She says: “you can use this for your benefit in whatever way: for you to eat, because you are
unable to do it for whatever reason, because you are too busy to do it and it needs to be done,
because I am being substituted to do your job, and so on.” The precise meaning is determined
by the context. However, the most normal or neutral reading in the absence of a context
would be that the salmon is being cooked for the referent of the object to eat themselves
rather than for the salmon to be cooked to give it to someone else to eat.
The use of redirectives on intransitive—rather than transitive—bases is rare in Salish,
as discussed in Kiyosawa (2006: Chapter 5). We have found a handful of examples of
benefactive applicatives formed on intransitive activity predicates:9
(21)

Comox (Watanabe 2003:252)
paya÷ ßt;m
t
∂a-∂ah-am-÷;m-t-anapi.
always 1PL.SUB
CLT
RED(IMPF)-pray-MDL-RDR-TR-2PL.OBJ
‘We will always be praying for you (pl.).’

Two of these examples are translated with delegative meanings:
(22)

Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993:272)
køu
qø;lqøíl-x-t-s.
1SG.OBJ
talk-RDR-TR-3SUB
‘He talked for me (in my stead).’

(23)

Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993:272)
køu
œ;¥=sqá≈a÷-x-t-s.
1SG.OBJ
burn=dosmestic.animal-RDR-TR-3SUB
‘He branded for me (in my stead).’

The distinction between a classic benefactive and a delegative meaning is apparently derived
from the meaning of the predicate and the context of the situation.
2.1.2.2 Malefactive. Salish redirectives can also be used to expressive malefactive meanings.
(24)

(25)

9

Comox (Watanabe 2003:251)
◊;pxø-a÷am-ƒ-as
break-RDR-TR:1SG.OBJ-3SUB
‘He broke my stick on me.’

÷;

t;

OBL

DET

©
1SG.POSS

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1980:28)
má≤̕xtimes
t; s-zélt-ep.
//má≤̕-xi-t-uym-es//
break-RDR-TR-2PL.OBJ-3SUB OBL NM-dish-2PL.POSS
‘He broke you people’s dish.’

See also example (2) above.

≈apa¥.
stick
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Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:49)
x-lµ[t]=ci-x-t-s
PRFX-close=mouth-RDR-TR-3SUB
‘close door on somebody’

While some examples are translated with only a benefactive reading or only a malefactive one, many examples are given more than one interpretation. Thus, whether the
applied object bears the role of benefactive or malefactive often depends on the situation.
Watanabe (2003:251) states, ‘the choice [between benefactive and malefactive] seems to
depend on the context’, and cites examples like the following:
(27)

Comox (Watanabe 2003:251)
∂;p≈-a÷am-ƒ-as
÷;
t;
©
œ;sna¥.
dirty-RDR-TR:1SG.OBJ-3SUB OBL DET 1SG.POSS
dress
‘She dirtied my dress [on me]./She dirtied my dress for me.’

(28)

Comox (Watanabe 2003:252)
qøuqøu-÷;m-ƒ-as
÷;
t;
©
tiy.
drink-RDR-TR:1SG.OBJ-3SUB
OBL
DET
1SG.POSS
tea
‘He drank my tea for me [when I could not finish it].’/‘He drank up my tea [on
me].’

The following Shuswap example also allows two interpretations:
(29)

Shuswap (Gardiner 1993:21)
m-sté(t)÷;-x-t-sm-s
PERF-drink-RDR-TR-1SG.OBJ-3SUB
‘She drank the beer for/on me.’

t;
OBL

≈ø;≈ø÷ú÷s.
beer

In sum, the choice between benefactive and malefactive readings is contextual based
on the pragmatics of the situation. The same event may have different readings depending on
the opinion of the speaker regarding the situation.
2.1.3 Source
Another use of redirective applicatives is to express source applied objects of transfer
verbs such as ‘buy’ (30), ‘steal’ (31), and ‘take away’ (32):
(30)

Columbian (Kinkade 1980:33.1)
táw-®-n.
buy-RDR(-TR)-1SG.SUB
‘I bought it from him.’
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(31)

Columbian (Kinkade 1982:57)
c-ḷ;̣m-®-cí-nn.
IMPF-steal-RDR-TR:2SG.OBJ-1SG.SUB
‘I am stealing it from you.’

(32)

Squamish (Kuipers 1967:253)
πí÷-ßi-t-ka
ta
≈;́l÷tn-s!
grab-RDR-TR-IMP
DET
pencil-3SG.POSS
‘Take that (lit. his) pencil from him!’

Many cases involving source applied objects carry the implication of malefaction,
more specifically deprivation, since the event involves physically separating a theme from the
source. Applicatives based on action verbs, such as ‘hide’ (33), ‘pull’ (34), and ‘keep’ (35),
are especially prone to this interpretation:
(33)

Nooksack (Galloway 1997:222)
køo-wát-as
÷í®
køa[l]-xyí-ƒ-as.
someone
AUX
hide-RDR-TR:1SG.OBJ-3SUB
‘Someone hid something from me.’

(34)

Columbian (Willett 2003:256)
nc;køakstú®n
//n-c;kø=akst-tú®-t-n//
PSTN-pull=hand-RDR-TR-1SG.SUB
‘I pulled the rope out of his hand.’

(35)

wa

ḥacmíntn.

PTC

rope

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:154, Kuipers 1992:49)
t;knem-x-t-s
keep-RDR-TR-3SUB
‘withhold from object/refuse to give something to somebody (object)’

The applied object in (36) can be dative or source:10
(36)

Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004:176)
÷u-kø;d-yí-t-;b
∆;d
ti÷i®
qø®ay÷.
PUNCT-take-RDR-TR- PASS
1SG.SUB
DET
stick
‘She took that stick to me (i.e. whipped me).’/‘She took that stick from me.’

Both translations have malefactive connotations.

10

The passive in Salish is often not reflected in the English translation.
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2.1.4 Possessive
Many, but not all, Salish languages use redirective suffixes to form possessive applicative constructions (a.k.a. “possessor ascension” or “external possession” constructions).
The applied object is interpreted as the possessor of the theme NP:
(37)

Comox (Watanabe 2003:252)
®;w-÷;m-ƒ-as
take.out-RDR-TR:1SG.OBJ-3SUB
÷;

t;

OBL

DET

÷;

ß;

OBL

DET

©
1SG.POSS

apl;s-u®
apple- PAST

˚øaxøa.
box

‘He took my apples from the box.’
(38)

Twana (Kinkade n.d.)
kø;d-ßí-d-∆;d
get-RDR-TR-1SG.SUB
‘I took his box.’

;

t;

OBL

ART

w;œ;́b.
box

Possessors cannot be objects in Salish languages unless the verb takes applicative morphology. 11
In examples (37) and (38), the translation indicates that the theme NP is possessed by
the applied object even though no possessive marking appears on that NP. In other examples
of possessive applicatives, possessive marking appears on the theme NP:
(39)

Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:49)
mlmalqø-x-t-s
t;
citxø-s.
paint-RDR-TR-3SUB
OBL house-3POSS
‘Hei paints the/hisj house for himj.’/‘Hei paints hisj house.’

Note that, since the same redirective suffixes are used to mark both benefactive applicatives
and possessive applicatives, the applied object in examples like (39) can be interpreted as
either the benefactive or the possessor.
As discussed below, the redirective suffix -® in Southern Interior Salish languages is
best analyzed as primarily a possessive suffix. In fact, it is generally the case that possessive
applicative constructions do not have simple possessor semantics, but rather have an additional semantic “kick” indicating that the possessor is affected by the action (cf. Fried 1999).
So the applied object bears an additional role: dative (40), benefactive (41), malefactive (42),
or source (43).

11

An exception to this generalization is a construction with a lexical suffix construction—the Salish equivalent
to noun incorporation—in which the semantic possessor of the lexical suffix is the object. See Gerdts and
Hinkson (2004) for a discussion of the relation of lexical suffixes, applicatives, and external possession.
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(40)

Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993:277)
køu
c-xøiç-®-t
i-k®-lkalát.
1SG.OBJ ASP-give-RDR-TR
1SG.POSS-IRR-bread
‘Give me what will be my bread.’

(41)

Kalispel (Vogt 1940:34)
yes-u:l-®-t-ém.
ASP-burn-RDR-TR-INTR
‘I am burning it for him.’/‘I am burning his…’

(42)

Columbian (Kinkade 1980:34)
w;lœøátkø-®-c
wa
÷in-l;tí.
drink-RDR-TR:1SG.OBJ
PTC
1SG.POSS-tea
‘She drank my tea (after taking it away from me).’

(43)

Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:212)
lut køu
a-ks-naœø-m-®-t-;m
in-k;wáp.
not 1SG.OBJ 2SG.POSS-FUT-steal-REL-RDR-TR-INTR 1SG.POSS-horse
‘Don’t steal my horse from me.’

This double layer of semantics, together with the added complication that the possessive
marking often appears on the theme in possessive applicatives, leads to a confusing range of
translations for many examples, as discussed in more detail in Kiyosawa (2004).
2.2

The mapping of form and function
It is not unusual for languages to have a single multi-purpose applicative morpheme
that is used in a variety of applicative constructions such as dative, benefactive, and possessive. Languages with a single applicative include Swahili (Driever 1976), Mayan languages
(Aissen 1987), and Mixean languages (Zavala 1999). However, it is also fairly common for a
language to have two or more applicative morphemes, each specialized for use with applied
objects in a limited range of the semantic roles. Languages that have several applicatives
include Chickasaw (Munro 2000), Hakha Lai (Peterson 2007), Ilokano (Gerdts and Whaley
1993), Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980), Nez Perce (Rude 1985), Tukang Besi (Donohue 1999),
Upper Necaxa Totonac (Beck 2006), and Yimas (Foley 1991).
In Salish, we can see both types of mappings: there are some general purpose applicative morphemes and some suffixes that tend to map to specific semantic roles. First we will
discuss languages that have a single multi-purpose redirective suffix and then we will turn to
languages that have more than one redirective suffix.
2.2.1 Languages with one redirective suffix
Many Salish languages have only a single redirective suffix and the applied object
takes on a variety of semantic roles. For example, in Squamish, applied objects in redirective
applicatives have three semantic roles: dative (a), benefactive (b), and possessor/source (c).
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Squamish
a. sát-ßi-t-m
∆áxø
÷i†.
give-RDR-TR- PASS
2SG.SUB FUT
‘He’ll give it to you.’ (Kuipers 1967:303)
b. ∆í®-ßi-t-úmu®-ka!
put.up.high-RDR-TR-1PL.OBJ-IMP
‘Put it up high for us!’ (Kuipers 1967: 318)
c. πí÷-ßi-t-ka
ta
≈;́l÷tn-s!
grab-RDR-TR-IMP DET pencil-3SG.POSS
‘Take that (lit. his) pencil from him!’ (Kuipers 1967:253)

In some languages, applied objects can have four semantic roles. For example,
Shuswap has only one redirective suffix, -xi, and the semantic role of the applied object can
be dative (a), benefactive (b), malefactive (c), or possessor (d):
(45)

Shuswap
a. tw̓k;-mí-x-t-s.
sell-REL-RDR-TR-3SUB
‘He sells it to somebody.’ (Gardiner 1993:23)
b. c-˚øi-˚ø®-x-cm-e
√k-çi÷!
PRFX-RED-leave.food-RDR-TR:1SG.OBJ-IMP
IRR-meat
‘Leave some meat for me!’ (Kuipers 1974:222)
c. x-lµ[t]=ci-x-t-s
PRFX-close=mouth-RDR-TR-3SUB
‘close door on somebody’ (Kuipers 1992:49)
Mary
wik-x-t-sm-s
t;
DET
Mary
see-RDR-TR-1SG.OBJ-3SUB OBL
‘Mary saw my father.’ (Gardiner 1993:22)

d. ƒ

n-qé÷∆;.
1SG.POSS-father

In sum, Salish languages that have only a single redirective suffix use it to form applicatives in which the applied object has a variety of semantic roles.
2.2.2 Languages with more than one redirective suffix
In contrast, when a language has more than one redirective suffix, the semantic roles
associated with a certain suffix are more limited. Halkomelem illustrates this point. There are
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two redirective suffixes in Halkomelem, -as and -®c, and the applied object is always dative
with -as, as in (46), and always benefactive with -®c, as in (47):12
(46)

Halkomelem
a. ni÷

÷ám-;s-t-;s
køƒ; swíw̓l;s ÷;
AUX
give-RDR-TR-3SUB DET boy
OBL
‘He gave the boy the book.’ (Gerdts 1988:115)

køƒ;
DET

púkø.
book

b. ni÷

÷iw̓-;s-ƒaµß-;s
÷;
køƒ; qeq-s.
AUX show-RDR-TR:1SG.OBJ-3SUB OBL
DET
baby-3POSS
‘She showed me her baby.’ (Gerdts and Hinkson 2004:228)

(47)

Halkomelem
a. ni÷

l;́≈ø-;®c-;t-;s.
AUX
blanket-RDR-TR-3SUB
‘He covered it with a blanket for him.’ (Gerdts 1988:101)

b. ni÷

œø;́l-;®c-t-;s
®;
s®éni÷ ÷;
køƒ;
AUX bake-RDR-TR-3SUB DET woman
OBL DET
‘He baked the bread for the woman.’ (Gerdts 1988:90)

s;plíl.
bread

While all of the Northern Interior languages have a single multi-purpose redirective
suffix, Southern Interior languages have two or three different suffixes, each of which is used
for a variety of redirective meanings. Nevertheless, as we discuss below, the redirective
suffixes tend to align with applied objects bearing particular semantic roles.
At first glance, it seems that the situation in Southern Interior Salish parallels the
Northern Interior one: note that reflexes of all three redirective suffixes *-xi, -®, and -tu® can
appear in dative (48), benefactive (49), and possessive (50) applicatives:13
(48)

a. Kalispel (Carlson 1980:25)
xøíç-ß-t-;n
®u÷
give-RDR-TR-1SG.SUB
ART
‘I gave a basket to Agnes.’

Agnes
Agnes

®u÷

t

ART

OBL

yám≈øe÷.
basket

b. Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993:277)
køu
c-xøiç-®-t
i-k®-lkalát.
1SG.OBJ ASP-give-RDR-TR 1SG.POSS-IRR-bread
‘Give me what will be my bread.’

12

Although the benefactive redirective suffix -®c partially resembles -®, the possessive redirective applicative in
Southern Interior languages, Halkomelem does not use -®c for possessive applied objects.
13
We omit source applicatives from the discussion but include them in the summary below.
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c. Columbian (Willett 2003:137)
y;rm;ntú®n.
//y;r-mi-tu®-t-n//
push-REL-RDR-TR-1SG.SUB
‘I pushed it to her/him.’
(49)

a. Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:211)
ka÷kíc-x-t-m-;n
t
find-RDR-TR-2SG.OBJ-1SG.SUB OBL
‘I found you some shoes.’

a-k®-œa÷xán.
2SG.POSS-FUT-shoes

b. Spokane (Carlson 1972: 89)
÷ul-®-cí-n.
//wil-®-t-si-en//
burn-RDR-TR-2SG.OBJ-1SG.SUB
‘I burned it for you.’
c. Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:208)
køu
s;œ-tú®-t-s
i÷
1SG.OBJ
split-RDR-TR-3SUB ART
‘He split wood for me.’
(50)

slíπ.
wood

a. Coeur d’Alene (Doak 1997:167)
mé≤øßic.
//me≤ø-ßi-t-Ø-s//
break-RDR-TR-3OBJ-3SUB
‘He broke something that belongs to another.’
b. Columbian (Kinkade 1980:34)
má≤ø-®-c-xø
break-RDR(-TR)-1SG.OBJ-2SG.SUB
‘You broke my pot.’

÷in-®káp.
1SG.POSS-pot

c. Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:211)
†i÷
c-;n-÷ú®xø
pit,
as.soon.as
ASP-LOC-come.in
Pete
i÷
ART

t;tw̓ít
boy

i÷
ART

u®
and

uk-tú®-t-s
see-RDR-TR-3SUB

s†;†œána÷k-s.
pistol-3SG.POSS

‘As soon as Pete came in, he saw the gun that the boy had (not necessarily
the boy’s gun).’
However, there are two types of evidence that suggest that the suffixes are in fact
specialized semantically. First, when we look more closely at a sample of data, we find that
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the suffixes distribute according to function. As discussed in detail in Kiyosawa (2006),
collecting examples of redirective applicatives from grammars and dictionaries of Southern
Interior languages yields 210 tokens.14 The number of applied objects bearing each semantic
role is given in Table 2:
Table 2. Applied Objects with Southern Interior Redirectives
REDIRECTIVE

*-xi
-®
-tu®
TOTAL

DATIVE

BENEFACTIVE

19
13
10
42

47
35
5
87

POSSESSOR

SOURCE

0
6
4
10

6
63
2
71

TOTAL

72
117
21
210

We can ascertain from these data which type of applied object tends to occur in applicative
constructions with each redirective suffix. Reflexes of *-xi correlate with benefactives; the
suffix -® with possessors; and the suffix -tu® with datives. A ranked hierarchy of use can be
given for each suffix:
(51)

Hierarchies of applied object occurrence
a. Benefactive-oriented suffix: *-xi,
Benefactive > Dative > Possessor
b. Possessive-oriented suffix: -®
Possessor > Benefactive > Dative > Source
c. Dative-oriented suffix: -tu®
Dative > Benefactive > Source > Possessor

Benefactive meanings are the most common overall; they are the first or second most popular
meaning for each suffix.
Second, if we take examples of the redirective suffixes used with the same verb root
in the same language, we find semantic contrasts. For example, in Okanagan, the verb root
for ‘tie’ yields a benefactive applicative when suffixed with *-xi and a possessor applicative
when suffixed with -®.
(52)

Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993:280)
a. Mary ≤ac-xí-t-s
i÷ t
Mary tie-RDR-TR-3SUB ART OBL
‘Mary tied the horse for the boy.’
b. Mary ≤ác-®-t-s
i÷ ttw̓it
Mary tie-RDR-TR-3SUB ART boy
‘Mary tied the boy his horse.’15

14

snk®ça÷sqá≈a÷ i÷
horse
ART

i÷
ART

ttw̓it.
boy

k;wáp-s.
horse-3SG.POSS

All examples of the same verb root and suffix with the same translation in a language are counted as one
token in this sample.
15
This translation from N. Mattina (1993) is intended to convey a possessor applicative meaning.
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Also, we find that in Columbian the applied object is benefactive in the redirective constructions with reflexes of *-xi in (a), while it is dative in the -tu® redirective constructions in (b).
(53)

Columbian (Willett 2003:136, 137)
a. kø®nwílxtn.
//køu®n=wil-xit-n//
borrow=vehicle-RDR-1SG.SUB
‘I borrowed a vehicle for her/him.’
b. kø®ntú®n.
//køu®n-tu®-t-n//
lend-RDR-TR-1SG.SUB
‘I loaned it to her/him.’

Similarly, in the following Okanagan examples, we see possessive applicatives with -® in (a)
contrasting with benefactive applicatives with -tu® in (b).
(54)

Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:208)
a. køu
síœ-;®-t-s
1SG.OBJ split-RDR-TR-3SUB
‘He split my wood.’
b. køu
s;œ-tú®-t-s
1SG.OBJ split-RDR-TR-3SUB
‘He split wood for me.’

i-slíπ.
1SG.POSS-wood

i÷
ART

slíπ.
wood

In sum, although each redirective suffix in Southern Interior Salish languages can be
used for a variety of meanings, there is nonetheless evidence that each tends to be associated
with a particular semantics, and that there tends to be a single interpretation for any given
combination of a verb root and a suffix. Thus the situation in languages with multiple redirective suffixes contrasts with that in languages with a single redirective suffix.
2.2.3 Summary: Benefactive as the core redirective concept
There are ten different redirective suffixes in total in the Salish languages. Only *-xi
can be reconstructed for Proto-Salish. Kiyosawa (2006) determines the core function of each
applicative suffix by how frequently it appears in that function in the modern languages. She
collected 447 tokens of verb plus suffix pairings from grammars and dictionaries and found
the following distribution:
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Table 3. Applied Objects with Redirectives
REDIRECTIVE

BENEFACTIVE

DATIVE

*-xi
8 others

134
83

58
49

TOTAL

217

107

POSSESSOR

SOURCE

TOTAL

35
70

6
12

233
214

105

18

447

Notice that, overall, benefactive (or, more precisely, benefactive, delegative, and malefactive)
is the most common meaning for redirectives, constituting half of the sample (217 of 447
tokens). Benefactive is also the most common meaning in the data with *-xi (134 out of 233
tokens or 58%).
In sum, judging from the usage of its reflexes in the modern languages, Proto-Salish
*-xi was probably associated with the semantic role of benefactive. But in many languages,
its function has been extended to mark several kinds of applied objects, including datives,
possessors, and sources. Thus, in these languages, its function is parallel to a general ditransitivizer, perhaps equivalent in semantic function to dative case in dependent-marking
languages. Over time, other suffixes have been added to the redirective system in some
branches or individual languages and these have usurped some of the functions of *-xi. The
situation in Halkomelem is particularly interesting because it has no reflex of *-xi. The
suffixes -as and -®c are most certainly innovative.16 The suffix -as expresses dative and -®c
expresses benefactive applied objects, and the function and form and the suffixes have a oneto-one correspondence. Though the situation is not as clear-cut in Southern Interior as it is in
Halkomelem, the redirective suffixes also tend to align with applied objects bearing particular
semantic roles. The core function of the suffix -® is to express a possessor as the applied
object and that of the suffix -tu® is to express a dative applied object, though both suffixes are
also used to express benefactives.
3

Relational applicatives
A second type of applicative construction, the relational applicative, is relevant to our
discussion of benefactives and malefactives in Salish languages. A relational applicative
construction adds a second argument to a clause whose non-applicative counterpart is intransitive. The resulting clause is a syntactically transitive construction in which a non-theme
nominal is the direct object. Compare the intransitive construction in (55) with the applicative
construction in (56):
(55)

16

Halkomelem (Gerdts 2004:330)
ni÷
neµ
køƒ;
AUX
go
DET
‘The boy went.’

swiw̓l;s.
boy

The dative suffix - as is grammaticalized from the lexical suffix ‘face’ (Gerdts and Hinkson 2004).
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Halkomelem (Gerdts 2004:330)
ni÷
n;m-n;s-;s
køƒ;
AUX
go-REL-3SUB
DET
‘The boy went up to John.’

swiw̓l;s
boy
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køƒ;
DET

John.
John

The clause in (55) is intransitive, while (56) is syntactically transitive, as evidenced by the
third person ergative marker, and ‘John’, the goal of the motion, is the applied object. The
semantic role of the applied object, goal in this case, is signaled by the relational suffix -n;s.
Applied objects in relational applicatives are generally not semantic arguments of the
predicate but rather have an indirect (or oblique) relationship to the event. For example,
contrast the intransitive clause in (57) with the relational applicative in (58):
(57)

(58)

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:339)
ni÷
c;n
si÷si÷
÷;
køƒ;
AUX
1SG.SUB frighten
OBL
DET
‘I was frightened at the car.’

sn;xø;®.
canoe

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:339)
ni÷
c;n
si÷si÷-me÷-t
køƒ;
AUX
1SG.SUB
frighten-REL-TR
DET
‘I was frightened at the dog.’

sqø;me¥.
dog

In both sentences, the first-person subject is the experiencer of the psychological event. In
(57), the stimulus of the event is expressed as an oblique, marked with the general oblique
preposition ÷;, but in (58) the stimulus is the applied object in a relational applicative construction, marked by the verbal suffix -me÷. The example in (58) is transitive, as seen by the
presence of the transitive suffix on the verb. As discussed in Gerdts and Kiyosawa (2005a),
the choice between expressing the NP as the object of a preposition or as an applied object
depends on its discourse prominence and its animacy.
Each Salish language has from one to three relational suffixes, and there are a total of
seven different suffixes, as given in Table 4.
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Table 4. Salish Relational Suffixes
BRANCH

Bella Coola

LANGUAGE

Bella Coola
Comox
Sechelt
Squamish
Halkomelem
Central Salish
Nooksack
Northern Straits
Klallam
Lushootseed
Twana
Upper Chehalis
Tsamosan
Cowlitz
Tillamook
Tillamook
Northern Lillooet
Interior Thompson
Salish Shuswap
Interior
Okanagan
Salish Southern
Spokane
Interior
Coeur d’Alene
Salish
Columbian

RELATIONAL

-m
-mi, -ni
-mí, -ni
-mi∫, -ni
-me÷/-mi÷, -n;s
-ni
-Niy, -n;s
-N;, -n;s
-bi, -di, -c/-s
-ac
-mis/-mn, -ni, -tas/-ts
-mi(s), -ni, -t(a)s
-;wi, -;s
-min/-mi∫
-mi
-m(í)
-min
-mi
-mi
-mi

The most common relational suffix is reconstructed for Proto-Salish as *-mi by Kinkade
(1998) and reflexes of this form (-bi, -me÷, -mi, -mi÷, -min, -mi∫, -mn, -mis, -Niy, -N;,
-;wi) appear in all but three of the languages (Bella Coola, Nooksack, and Twana). Reflexes
of the suffix *-mi are the only relational suffixes in Interior Salish languages, while most
Central Salish languages and Tillamook have two relational suffixes, and Lushootseed and
Tsamosan languages have three. The second most wide-spread relational suffix *-ni ( > -di,
-ni) is attested in five of the Central Salish languages and in Tsamosan languages.
The following sections briefly explore the semantics of the relational construction, especially their use to express benefactives and malefactives.
3.1

The Semantics Roles of Relational Applicatives
In relational applicative constructions, the verb stem is usually intransitive, and the
semantic role of the applied object is usually goal or direction of motion as in (59)–(60) or
stimulus of a psychological or perceptual event as in (61)–(62).17

17

See Gerdts (2004a, 2004b) for a discussion of Halkomelem directional applicatives. Gerdts and Kiyosawa
(2005b) treat psych applicatives in Halkomelem, and Gerdts and Kiyosawa (2004) treat psych applicatives in
Salish languages in general.
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(59)

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1987:140)
ka-®;≈ø-mi∫-c-as
RSLT-come.up-REL-1SG.OBJ-3SUB
‘He came right up to me.’

a
RSLT

47

√ú÷
a.
CLT(well/so) RSLT

(60)

Comox (Watanabe 1996:335)
®u˚ø-mi-ƒ-as.
fly-REL-TR:1SG.OBJ-3SUB
‘It’s flying towards me.’

(61)

Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:221)
ixí÷ ÷áy≈ø-t-m;-nt-s-;n.
there tired-ST-REL-TR-2SG.OBJ-1SG.SUB
‘I am tired of you.’

(62)

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:334)
ç;œ-me÷-t
∆
ce÷ køƒ; n;ç;wm;xø ÷i
ce÷
surprise-REL-TR 2SG.SUB FUT DET visitor
AUX FUT
‘You will be surprised at the visitors when they arrive.’

tec;l.
arrive

While there is a tendency for a suffix to be associated to a particular meaning within a
language, across languages the same suffix is used to express various meanings. The result is
that the same meaning may be expressed by different relational suffixes in different languages, for example -mi in (63), -ni in (64), and -ac in (65):
(63)

Sechelt (Beaumont 1985:104)
∂ás≈ém-mí-t-á-∆exø
te
afraid-REL-TR-Q-2SG.SUB
DET
‘Are you afraid of the snake?’

÷ú®qay?
snake

(64)

Nooksack (Galloway 1997:222)
÷i®
÷a(s)-sí(y)÷say÷-ni-ƒ-as.
AUX
ST-afraid-REL-TR:1SG.OBJ-3SUB
‘He’s afraid of me.’/‘He doesn’t trust me.’

(65)

Twana (Kinkade n.d.)
as-çíπal-ac-b;ß.
ST-fear-REL-1SG.OBJ
‘He’s afraid of me.’

In sum, the match of form to function in relational applicatives is complicated both
within and across languages, like the situation found with the redirective applicatives.
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3.1.1 Benefactive
Motion verbs and psychological predicates account for the majority of examples of
relational applicatives. However, relational suffixes also attach to a few activity verbs to form
applicatives in which the applied object is the benefactive:
(66)

Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988:144)
ni÷
køukø-me÷-ƒám÷ß-;s.
AUX
cook-REL-TR:1SG.OBJ-3ERG
‘He cooked for me.’

(67)

Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:253)
d;
s-÷isleß-;w̓í-t-;w.
ART
NM-sing-REL-TR- PASS
‘Someone is singing for him.’

(68)

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997:125)
˚øzús-mi∫
work-REL
‘to work for, to look after’

(69)

Thomspon (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:75)
˚øz=ús-m-me-ne.
rough=face-MDL-REL(-TR)-1SG.SUB
‘I work hard for him.’

(70)

Halkomelem (Gerdts, f.n.)
ya:ys-me÷-t
work-REL-TR
‘work for him/her’/‘work on him/her’ [e.g. a spiritualist working a cure]

Note that the preceding Halkomelem data can also have the meaning ‘work on’. The same
use of ‘work’ with a relational suffix in found in Nooksack:
(71)

Nooksack (Adams et al. 2005:9)
÷;háy-ni-t-;s
t;
i-®
work-REL-TR-3SUB ART in- PAST
‘he will do work on the sick’

≈;́®
sick

In sum, the benefactive use of the relational suffix is limited to at most a few verbs per
language. For example, we have found only two in Halkomelem. Thus, these forms are best
analyzed as lexicalized.
Some Salish languages make use of a second strategy to express benefactives based
on intransitive verbs; they attach a redirective suffix, which by definition should attach only
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to a transitive base, to activity predicates to form relational applicatives in which the applied
object is a benefactive:
(72)

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1987:312)
÷í√-;m-xit
sing-MDL-RDR
‘to sing for someone’

(73)

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991:372)
÷it
yús-ß-c.
PERF work-RDR-TR:1SG. OBJ
‘He/she worked for me.’

(74)

Comox (Watanabe 1996:331)
∆i®-im-÷;m-t-umu®-as
Mary.
dance-MDL-RDR-TR-1PL.OBJ-3SUB Mary
‘Mary danced for us.’

(75)

Comox (Watanabe 2003:252)
paya÷
ßt;m
t
∂a-∂ah-am-÷;m-t-anapi.
always
1PL.SUB CLT
RED(IMPF)-pray-MDL-RDR-TR-2PL.OBJ
‘We will always be praying for you (pl.).’

Again, this function is highly lexicalized, appearing on at most a couple of verbs per language.
The inability of most intransitive verbs to form benefactive applicatives in Salish
languages is not surprising given the cross-linguistic propensity noted by Shibatani (1996) for
benefactive constructions to favor transitive bases.
3.1.2 Malefactive
While relational applicatives are used in a limited way to express benefactives, their
use for malefactive meanings is much more robust. Actually, many of the psychological
events expressed as relational applicatives are negative ones. Take, for example, the list of
psychological predicates occurring with the suffix -me÷ in the Island dialect of Halkomelem.
Some are positive or neutral in meaning, depending on the context: ç;œme÷t ‘astonished,
surprised at’, hil;køme÷t ‘happy for’, ÷iy;sme÷t ‘happy for’, si÷;µme÷t ‘respect’,
he˚øme÷t ‘remember’, siw;lme÷t ‘sense’, xøƒtiw;nme÷t ‘think, decide about’,
ßt;÷e:w;∫me÷t ‘think that way about’, xøqø;l;w;nme÷t ‘think about’. However, more
denote negative experiences: si÷si÷me÷t ‘afraid, frightened of’, œelme÷t ‘believe (lies)’,
≈i÷≈e÷me÷t ‘embarrassed, shy of’, køi®;me÷t ‘fed up with’, me¬qme÷t ‘forget about’,
w;Σist;∫;qme÷t ‘jealous of’, s;¬s;¬qøme÷t ‘lonely, sad for’, †e†iy;œm;t ‘mad at’,
q;¬me÷t ‘miss’, qil;sme÷t ‘sad for’, s;Σs;Σme÷t ‘sad for’, ˙;¥˚øme÷t ‘startled at’,
˚øel;˚øme÷t ‘suspicious of’, œs;me÷t ‘tired of waiting for’, ®ciwsme÷t ‘tired of’. The
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positive or negative effect of the event is determined by the denotation of the predicate; it is
the subject and not the applied object that is affected.
However, in other cases, the malefactive meaning is not supplied by the verb, which
does not carry a negative connotation on its own, and thus the negative effect clearly arises as
a result of the relational suffix.
(76)

Comox (Watanabe 1996:337)
qøay-mi-ƒi
©;m.
talk-REL-TR:2SG.OBJ 1SG.SUB:FUT
‘I’ll scold you.’

(77)

Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004:183)
y;c-bí-d
ti
∂á∂as.
tell-REL-TR
DET
child
‘She told on the boy (and made a good story of it).’

(78)

Klallam (Montler 1996:262)
÷;∫á-n;s-;N
cn
come-REL- PASS 1SG.SUB
‘The dog came at me.’

÷a÷

c;

OBL

DET

sqá≈;÷.
dog

(79)

Comox (Watanabe 1996:335)
®ag-a-ƒut-mi-ƒ-as.
leave- LV-TR:REFL-REL-TR:1SG.OBJ-3SUB
‘He walked/ran out on me.’/‘He ran away from me.’

(80)

Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004:181)
÷úkøukø-bi-t-s.
play-REL-TR-1SG.OBJ
‘They made fun of me.’

(81)

Squamish (Kuipers 1967:351)
na
qxø=ús-mi-∫t-as-wit.
AUX
gathered=face-REL-TR-3SUB-PL
‘They ganged up on him.’

The malefactive use of relational sufixes has been previously noted by only two researchers. Beaumont (1985:105) says the Sechelt suffix -ni is used when the action
performed by the subject “works to the disadvantage of someone else”, and Kuipers
(1974:46) notes that the Shuswap suffix -m(í) refers to an object that is affected indirectly,
superficially, or malefactively by the action. However, it becomes obvious when data are
assembled from across languages.
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3.1.2.1 Source and malefaction. Another class of verbs that form relational applicatives is the
transfer predicates. In many Salish languages, transfer predicates are intransitive (often in
middle or autonomous voice) rather than transitive, and thus form relational rather than
redirective applicatives:
(82)

Sechelt (Beaumont 1985:104)
œøímels-ni-t-ßt-køa
borrow-REL-1PL.SUB-FUT
÷e

∆e

OBL

DET

∆ems
DET:1PL.POSS

syíyaya
friend

÷úpan=ús.
ten=round.object

‘We’re going to borrow ten dollars from our friends.’
(83)

Squamish (Kuipers 1967:343)
na
køú®(n)-ni-t-c-as.
AUX
borrow-REL-TR-1SG.OBJ-3SUB
‘He borrowed it from me.’

(84)

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:172)
qáda-di-d
steal-REL-TR
‘steal from someone’

(85)

Comox (Watanabe 2003:256)
∆;w̓u-ni-ƒ-as
steal-REL-TR:1SG.OBJ-3SUB
‘He stole money from me.’

÷;

t;

OBL

DET

©
1SG.POSS

tala.
money

As was pointed out in section 2.1.2.2 above, redirectives with source applied objects often
carry a malefactive meaning. This is because the applied object is being deprived of the
theme.
3.1.2.2 Adversative with natural phenomena. Relational applicatives can be formed on
predicates (nouns or verbs) denoting natural phenomena to express an adverse effect, such as
discomfort from inclement weather, on the applied object:
(86)

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:74)
ç÷oz-mí-nt-i-s.
dark-REL-TR-1PL.OBJ-3SUB
‘It gets dark on us.’
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(87)

Comox (Watanabe 2003:257)
∂;®-ni-ƒay-;m.
rain-REL-TR:1SG.OBJ- PASS
‘I got rained on.’

(88)

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:331)
sqø;lqøal≈ø-me÷-t-;m
hail-REL-TR- PASS
‘(he/she/it) get hailed on’

(89)

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:331)
y;œ-me÷-t-;m
snow-REL-TR- PASS
‘(he/she/it) get snowed on’

One example from Lillooet shows that the relational suffix can be suffixed to a noun to
convey an attack by an animal:
(90)

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997:122)
mi≈a®-mín-;m
bear-REL- PASS
‘it was eaten by a bear, he was met by a bear, ran into a bear’

Relational applicatives of nature verbs tend to be used in the passive, rather than the active.
Whatever the voice, the passive is agentless: the agent (or force) is part of the meaning
expressed by the predicate.
There is a small set of adversative constructions in some Salish languages that have
similar properties: they always appear in an agentless passive, never as an active. For example, the Halkomelem roots for ‘get drowsy’ or ‘have a nightmare’ never appear as active
transitive forms (*c;t≈øt, *≈;y≈ay;˚ø;st) but only in the passive:
(91)

Halkomelem (Gerdts, f.n.)
c;t≈ø-ƒa:m
ce÷ ÷;Σ ni:xø
m;œ ÷; ƒ; ≈ixø;.
drowsy-TR:2 PASS FUT LNK AUX.2SUB full OBL DET sea.urchin
‘You’re going to get drowsy when you get full of the sea urchin.’

(92)

Halkomelem (Gerdts, f.n.)
≈;y≈ay;˚ø;s-ƒel;m.
nightmare-TR:1 PASS
‘I had a nightmare.’
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(94)

Halkomelem (Gerdts, f.n.)
œ;lœ;lπn;ct;m
˚ø;¬;t;m
cxøat;m
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‘get a cramp’
‘get diarrhea’
‘be swollen, bloated’

Squamish (Kuipers 1967:83–84)
†u†®mántm
‘be flea-ridden’
ç⁄˚øntm
‘be worm-infested’
÷i≈øiçántm
‘be infested with maggots’
∂;∂i∂ántm
‘have convulsions’
≈ißa∆í÷ntm
‘have cramp in the arm’
≈;π˚øántm
‘be in pain’
≈;π˚øíwsntm
‘be rheumatic’

This is a special use of the passive. Normally, Salish passives carry no implication of adversative; that is, they are not ‘suffer’ passive constructions like those found in some Asian
languages.18
3.2

The mapping of form and function
Even though the distribution and usage of the suffixes paints a complex picture, several generalizations emerge from the above discussion. The concept of relational applicative,
i.e. adding a non-theme participant as a core argument, thereby changing an intransitive verb
into a transitive verb, must be very old in Salish, probably going back to Proto-Salish. Given
the robustness of the suffix *-mi, in terms of the number of different branches that have
reflexes of this suffix, the wide range of verb classes that they attach to, and the different
semantic roles of the applied objects associated with them, it is likely that this morphology
was associated with the relational applicative construction in Proto-Salish.
The exact nature of the semantics of Proto-Salish *-mi can be debated. Was it a general transitivizer devoid of semantics functioning simply to license an object? Or was it
associated with a particular verb class or verb classes, as reflected in the modern languages?
The former would parallel its current use in the Northern Interior Salish languages. The latter
would parallel its use in Central Salish languages like Halkomelem. In Halkomelem, *-mi is
more productive on psych predicates and other verbs of internal experience, and it is most
commonly associated with applied objects with the semantic role of stimulus.19 In either case,
the function of *-mi has changed over time, expanding and/or contracting in its range of
meaning in the various languages.

18

See the papers by Radetzky and Smith and by Tsuboi in this volume.
Gerdts and Hinkson (1996), approaching the problem from a Halkomelem internal viewpoint, posit the
relational applicative to be -min, and speculate that it grammaticalized from the instrumental suffix -min,
which was probably a lexical suffix historically. Gerdts and Kiyosawa (2005b) argue that instruments of activity
verbs are semantically parallel to indirect causes or stimuli of psychological and perception predicates. Therefore, instrumental morphology came to be used for applicatives. This is also attested in Chickasaw (Munro
2000: 292).
19
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Other suffixes that have been added to the relational system in some languages have
usurped some of the functions of *-mi or added other functions to the relational applicative
system. The suffix *-ni may originally have been associated with transfer verbs, perhaps
indicating a concept like source or malefactive. Other relational suffixes have minor usage
within the family, usually localized to one sub-branch.
In languages with multiple relational suffixes, there is often considerable overlap in
the functions of the different relationals; there is not a one-to-one relationship between form
and function. The layering of the relational applicative suffixes over time has created a
complex system of relational applicatives in the modern Salish languages.
The use of relational applicatives to express benefactive meanings is limited to only a
few activity verbs. Several languages use redirective suffixes instead to express such meanings. In contrast, malefactive readings of relational applicatives are widely attested. As with
redirective applicatives, the malefactive meaning may be tied in with the notion of deprivation of source applied objects of transfer verbs. Negative psychological events and adverse
natural phenomena are also expressed with relational applicatives. The latter often appear as
agentless passives, which are used in some Salish languages to express adverse events.
4

Non-applicative expressions of benefactives
In Salish languages, applicative constructions are the usual means of expressing benefactives, though it is also possible to use periphrastic constructions (section 4.1). The only
other morphological means used for expressing benefactives is the causative (section 4.2).
4.1

Periphrastic expressions of benefactive
Dative and benefactive redirective constructions are obligatory in the sense that there
is no non-applicative equivalent in which the theme occurs as an object and the applied object
occurs as an oblique NP. So, for example, the benefactive in (95) cannot be expressed as a
prepositional phrase, as in (96):
(95)

(96)

Halkomelem (Gerdts, f.n.)
œø;l-;®c-ƒam;
c;n
ce÷
bake-RDR-TR:2OBJ 1SUB FUT
‘I will bake some salmon for you.’

÷;

˚ø

OBL

DET

Halkomelem (Gerdts, f.n.)
*œø;l-;t c;n ce÷ ˚ø
sce:®t;n
bake-TR 1SUB FUT DET salmon
‘I will bake some salmon for you.’

sce:®t;n.
salmon

÷;

√

OBL

DET

n;w;.
2EMPH

Nevertheless, it is possible to break down the two components of the event—the effect on the theme and the transfer of possession or benefit—and express each as a separate
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predicate. This can be accomplished by means of a serial verb construction as in (97) or
conjoined clauses as in (98).20
(97)

Halkomelem (Gerdts, f.n.)
œø;l-;t c;n ce÷ ˚ø
sce:®t;n ≈øte÷
÷; √ n;w;.
bake-TR 1SUB FUT DET salmon go.toward OBL DET 2EMPH
‘I will bake some salmon for you.’

(98)

Halkomelem (Gerdts, f.n.)
œø;l-;t c;n ce÷ ˚ø sce:®t;n ÷i÷ ni®
s-we÷-stam;
(ce÷).
bake-TR 1SUB FUT DET salmon and 3EMPH NM-own-CS:2OBJ FUT
‘I will bake some salmon and it will be for you.’

Circumlocutions can also be used to accommodate a dative and a benefactive in the
same clause; Halkomelem does not allow more than one applicative suffix per verb.
(99)

Halkomelem (Gerdts, f.n.)
ni÷
c;n ÷am-;s-t
®;∫
ten
AUX
1SUB give-RDR-TR DET:2POSS mother
ni®
3EMPH

÷;

køƒ;

OBL

DET

pukø
book

s-we÷-stam;t.
NM-own-CS:2OBJ

‘I gave your mother the book that is for you.’
In the above example, information about the benefactive is given as a relative clause modifying the theme.
4.2

Causatives used as benefactives
The causative suffix is used in a very limited set of cases to express benefactive
meanings in at least two Salish languages—Bella Coola and Halkomelem. For example, the
causative suffix in Bella Coola functions like a relational applicative, attaching to intransitive
stems:21
(100) Bella Coola (Davis and Saunders 1997:28)
nuyam®-tu-s ti
÷imlk tx
ti
÷immllki: tx.
sing-CS-3SUB
ART man
DEM
ART boy
DEM
‘The man made/let the boy sing.’/‘The man sang for the boy.’

20
21

Periphrastic constructions are also available for delegative and malefactive meanings.
Zúñiga (in prep.) also mentions the benefactive use of Bella Coola causatives, citing (100).
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(101) Bella Coola (Davis and Saunders 1997:75)
tx-a-tu-s
mat
÷aleks
ti
œlsxø tx.
cut-INTR-CS-3SUB Matt
Alex
ART rope
DEM
‘Matt made Alex cut the rope.’/‘Matt let Alex cut the rope.’/‘Matt cut the rope
for Alex.’
In the above examples, both benefactive and causative meanings are possible. The benefactive reading of the object with the causative suffix is not always available. According to
Davis and Saunders (1997:28), it is only available for verbs that “impute the greater motility”
to their objects. If the verb involves “any spontaneous, self-initiated performance”, the clause
has a causative meaning only, not a benefactive (or delegative) one:
(102) Bella Coola (Davis and Saunders 1997:75)
œs-tu-s
ti
nus÷u:l≈ tx
ti
÷imlk tx.
ill-CS-3SUB ART thief
DEM
ART man
DEM
‘The thief made the man ill.’ (*‘The thief was ill in the man’s place.’)
Gerdts and Hukari (2006) have also noted that the causative suffix in Halkomelem
can be attached to a small class of transitive verbs to express a benefactive meaning. Compare the transitive (a) examples, in which the object is a source (103) or a goal (104), with the
causative (b) examples, in which the object is a benefactive:
(103) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hukari 2006:142–3)
a. ni®
®wet ˚ø; ni÷
qe÷;n-t
3EMPH who DET AUX steal-TR
÷;

køƒ;

OBL

DET

©;∫
DET:2POSS

si¬;
grandparent

sew̓;n-s?
lunch-3POSS

‘Who stole your grandfather’s lunch from him?’
b. neµ
go

∆
ce÷
2SG.SUB FUT
÷;

køƒ;

OBL

DET

q;∫-st;xø ©;∫
steal-CS
DET:2POSS

s;¬si¬;
grandparent(PL)

sci¥;.
strawberry

‘You’re going to steal some strawberries for your grandparents.’
(104) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hukari 2006:143)
a. cala÷®-t
∆
©;∫
men
borrow/lend-TR 2SG.SUB DET:2POSS father
÷;
OBL

ƒ;∫
DET:2POSS

sn;xø;®.
canoe/car

‘Lend your father your car.’
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b. ni÷ ÷; ∆
cala÷®-st;xø køƒ; John ÷; ˚ø
AUX Q 2SG.SUB borrow/lend-CS DET
John OBL DET
‘Did you borrow some money for John?’

tel;?
money

The causative suffix thus functions like a redirective applicative in these examples.
A second class of examples with this use of causative involves denominal verb constructions. Halkomelem denominal verbs (Gerdts and Hukari 2004, 2008), formed by
prefixing a verbalizer such as c- ‘make, have, get’ or txø- ‘buy’ to a noun, can take the
causative suffix, yielding a benefactive, not a causative, meaning:
(105) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hukari 2004:206)
ni÷
c-˙ele÷-st;xø-;s
©;
ß;ßiy;®-s.
AUX
VBL-heart-CS-3SUB
DET elder.sibling(PL)-3sg.POSS
‘He made hearts for his older brothers.’
(106) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hukari 2004:206)
neµ
c-≈;¬t;n-staµß!
go
VBL-pencil-CS:1OBJ
‘Go get me a pencil!’
(107) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hukari 2004:206)
ni÷ txø-s;plil-st;xø-;s ®;
s®eni÷
AUX VBL-bread-CS-3SUB
DET woman
‘The woman bought bread for her children.’

køƒ;
DET

meµ;∫;-s.
children-3SG.POSS

Bella Coola denominal verbs formed by prefixing a verbalizer such as tam- ‘make, construct’ (Nater 1984:93) also form benefactives by means of the causative suffix:
(108) Bella Coola (Nater 1984:40)
tam-çla-tu-m-≈!
VBL-basket-CS-1SG.OBJ-IMP
‘Make me a basket!’
(109) Bella Coola (Nater 1984:40)
tam-÷a˚øna-tu-ti-m.
VBL-sea.canoe-CS-3PL.OBJ-PASS
‘Somebody made them a sea canoe.’
Salish denominal verb constructions are syntactically intransitive, and thus the causative
suffix functions like a relational applicative in these examples.
In sum, we see that the causative suffix functions, at least in a limited way, as a benefactive suffix in Bella Coola and Halkomelem. For causative and applicative constructions to
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share morphology is not unexpected because both involve valence-increasing operations
(from intransitive to transitive, or from transitive to ditransitive). Further, both take nontheme objects: the causee and the benefactive respectively. Causees in many languages, like
most applied objects in Salish languages, tend to be higher animates. In fact, in some languages, e.g. Hualapai (Ichihashi-Nakayama 1996), Mapudungun (Zúñiga this volume)
Orizaba Nahuatl (Tuggy 1996), and Olutec (Zavala 2000), the same suffix can be used for
both causative and applicative constructions.
5

Conclusion
Evaluating events as benefactive or malefactive is a central part of the human experience, and thus languages have a way of encoding this information. The usual means for
expressing them in Salish languages is with applicative constructions, in which the affected
person is cast as a clausal argument. Periphrastic expressions of benefaction and malefaction
are rare and considered circumlocutions (cf. section 4.1). Kiyosawa (2006) gives a thorough
treatment of the form and function of the applicative suffixes found in twenty Salish languages. Applicative constructions can be grouped into two types. Redirective applicatives are
formed on transitive bases and have dative, benefactive, source, and possessive applied
objects (section 2.1). Relational applicatives are formed on intransitive bases and have
stimulus, goal, benefactive, and malefactive applied objects (section 3.1). Each Salish language has at least one redirective suffix and one relational suffix. Only two applicative
suffixes can be reconstructed for Proto-Salish: the redirective *-xi and the relational *-mi.
The other suffixes have been innovated in sub-branches or individual languages. The innovated applicatives usurp or augment the functions of the two Proto-Salish applicatives,
yielding a complex picture in the modern languages.
Most redirective suffixes allow the addition of a benefactive applied object to a transitive event. In fact, as discussed in section 2.2.3, benefactive was probably the central
meaning of the Proto-Salish redirective suffix *-xi. Its use then spread to other types of
applied objects. Only half of the Salish languages use applicatives for possessive applied
objects (section 2.1.4). Some branches have added new redirective suffixes for this purpose.
Possessive applicatives in Salish usually carry an extra semantic “kick”: the possession (or
deprivation of possession) of an object connotes a positive or negative effect on the possessor. This leads to a confusing range of translations for each example.
Adding benefactive applied objects to transitive verbs is robustly attested in all Salish
languages and seems to be generalized across all verb classes. The situation with intransitive
verbs is more limited (see section 3.1.1). Only a handful of activity verbs, with meanings like
“sing for”, “pray for”, and “work for”, are used in this way. Some languages use relational
suffixes, some use redirective suffixes, and at least one, Bella Coola, uses a causative suffix
(see section 4.2) for these meanings. Moreover, a single language may use different suffixes
on different verbs. Therefore, the benefactive forms of intransitive verbs seem to be lexicalized.
The precise interpretation of a redirective applicative—benefactive, delegative, or
malefactive—is supplied by the context (see section 2.1.2). Verb class semantics also contributes to the meaning. For example, transfer verbs with source applied objects (appearing
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with translations like “steal”, “take from”, etc.) often carry the connotation of deprivation and
hence malefaction (see section 2.1.3). The situation with transfer verbs is complicated by the
fact that many Salish languages cast transfer verbs as formally intransitive constructions, for
example, in middle or autonomous voice. In this case, they tend to use a relational rather than
a redirective applicative to express the source (see section 3.1.2.1). The relational suffix *-ni,
which appears in two branches, seems in particular to be linked to source and malefactive
applied objects.
While benefactive meanings with relational applicatives are quite rare, malefactive
meanings are more widely attested. Judging from its behaviour in Central Salish, the ProtoSalish relational suffix *-mi was probably most closely tied with the notion of the stimulus in
a psychological predicate, often with a negative meaning. Especially in the case of speech act
verbs, we see that the relational suffix adds a malefactive meaning (see section 3.1.2). Also
observed is the wide-spread use of relational suffixes to express the adverse effect of natural
phenomena (see section 3.1.2.2). These constructions are frequently cast in the passive voice
and thus tie in with a small set of agentless passives with negative effect found in some Salish
languages.
In conclusion, expressing benefactive and malefactive meanings in Salish languages
is a complex topic because no single morphological form is used to indicate them, and
furthermore they are not morphologically differentiated from each other. However, compiling
and examining benefactive and malefactive examples has proven to be an insightful exercise
in understanding the use, history, development, and limits of the Salish applicative system.
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